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Abstract: We perform a phenomenological study of the invariant mass distribution of
hadronic jets produced in proton-proton collisions, in conjunction with a grooming algorithm.
In particular, we consider the modified MassDrop Tagger (mMDT), which corresponds to Soft
Drop with angular exponent β = 0. Our calculation, which is differential in both jet mass and
jet transverse momentum, resums large logarithms of the jet mass, including the full depen-
dence on the groomer’s energy threshold zcut, and it is matched to fixed-order QCD matrix
elements at next-to-leading order. In order to account for non-perturbative contributions,
originating from the hadronisation process and from the underlying event, we also include
a phenomenological correction factor derived from Monte Carlo parton shower simulations.
Furthermore, we consider two different possibilities for the jet transverse momentum: before
or after grooming. We show that the former should be preferred for comparisons with up-
coming experimental data essentially because the mMDT transverse momentum spectrum is
not collinear safe, though the latter exhibits less sensitivity to underlying event and displays
properties that may provide complementary information for probing non-perturbative effects.
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1 Introduction
The CERN Large Hadron Collider has been running at an energy of 13 TeV in the centre-
of-mass frame, thus reaching energies far above the electroweak scale. Consequently, Z/W±,
Higgs, top quarks and any new particle with a mass around the electroweak scale can be
produced with a large boost, causing their hadronic decays to become collimated so that they
may be reconstructed as a single jet [1, 2]. As a results, jet substructure is playing a central
role during Run-II of the LHC and its importance is only going to increase for future runs,
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as well as at future higher-energy colliders [3–6]. For example, even though not confirmed
in Run-II (see e.g. [7]), an interesting excess in the invariant mass distribution of two W
bosons was observed with Run-I data [8, 9], relying on jet-substructure techniques to isolate
the signal from the QCD background.
Jet substructure studies aim to better understand radiation patterns in jets, in order to
build efficient algorithms that can distinguish signal jets from the QCD background. Exam-
ples include jet angularities [10, 11], energy-energy correlation functions [12, 13], and other
jet shapes [14–21] of high-pt jets. Perhaps the simplest example of such observables is the jet
invariant mass. Signal jets, which originate from the decay of a boosted massive particle, are
expected to have a mass in the region of that massive state. QCD jets instead acquire mass
through parton branching and their mass is proportional to the jet transverse momentum.
Thus, a cut on the jet mass could be, in principle, a good discriminant. However, many issues
come into play and make this simple picture too naive. First, the mass of QCD jets often
appears to be in the same range as the signal jets. Then, radiation can leak outside the jet,
altering both signal and background. Moreover, hadron colliders are not clean environments
and there are many sources of additional, non-perturbative, radiation that pollute the parton-
level picture, e.g. the underlying event, caused by secondary scattering in a proton-proton
collision, and pile-up, caused by multiple proton-proton interactions.
For the above reasons, many substructure algorithms, often referred to as “groomers”
and “taggers”, have been developed. Broadly speaking, a grooming procedure takes a jet as
an input and tries to clean it up by removing constituents which, being at wide angle and
relatively soft, are likely to come from contamination, such as the underlying event or pile-up.
A tagging procedure instead focuses on some kinematic variable that is able to distinguish
signal from background, such as, for instance, the energy sharing between two prongs within
the jet, and cuts on it. Many of the most commonly used substructure algorithms such as
the MassDrop Tagger (MDT) [22], trimming [23], pruning [24, 25], or Soft Drop [26] perform
both grooming and tagging, so a clear distinction between the two is not always obvious.
These techniques have now been successfully tested and are currently used in experimental
analyses.
A quantitative understanding of groomed jet cross sections and distributions is of para-
mount importance not only in order to devise more efficient substructure algorithms but
also in order to understand their systematics, thus assessing their robustness. For instance,
the study of Refs. [27, 28] revealed unwanted features (kinks) in the mass distribution of
background jets with certain grooming algorithms, such as trimming and pruning, that de-
teriorate the discrimination power at high pt. Therefore, more robust grooming techniques,
with better theoretical properties, such as the modified MassDrop Tagger (mMDT) [27] and
Soft Drop [26], defined in Section 2, were developed in order to overcome these issues. A
deeper understanding of these tools can be achieved by comparing accurate theoretical pre-
dictions to data. On the experimental side, one would like to have unfolded distributions
of substructure variables measured on QCD jets, as for instance in Refs. [29, 30]. On the
theory side, all-order calculations have been performed for a variety of substructure vari-
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ables with Soft Drop (or mMDT) [26], such as the jet invariant mass, energy correlations,
the effective groomed radius and the prongs’ momentum sharing [31]. More recently, using
the framework of Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (SCET), these calculations have achieved
the precision frontier, reaching next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy (NNLL) [32, 33],
albeit in some approximation, such as the small-zcut limit, as we will discuss in what follows.
Furthermore, it has been shown that jet observables with grooming are less sensitive to non-
perturbative corrections than traditional ones. This was expected in the case of contamination
from the underlying event and pile-up because groomers are indeed designed to remove soft
radiation at large angle, which constitutes the bulk of these contributions. Less obvious, but
now understood from a variety of Monte Carlo simulations as well as theoretical considera-
tions, is the reduction of the hadronisation contribution. These properties contribute to make
groomed distribution even more amenable for comparisons between data and calculations in
perturbative QCD.
In this paper, we perform a phenomenological study of the jet mass distribution with
mMDT — also corresponding to Soft Drop with β = 0 — motivated by an upcoming CMS
measurement [34]. We consider jet mass distributions in several transverse momentum bins.
Our theoretical prediction accounts for the resummation of the leading large logarithms of
the ratio of the jet mass over the jet transverse momentum and it is matched to fixed-
order matrix elements computed at next-to-leading order (NLO). While the accuracy of this
resummation is one logarithmic order less than the one presented in Refs. [32, 33] in the case
β = 0,1 we do lift the small-zcut approximation. Crucially, working at finite zcut allows us to
keep track of the distinction between the jet transverse momentum before or after grooming,
henceforth pt,jet and pt,mMDT, respectively. The two are, of course, equal at zcut = 0. We find
that the use of pt,mMDT has several theoretical disadvantages with respect to pt,jet. While
the two resummations coincide as zcut → 0, the pt,mMDT selection leads to a more involved
perturbative structure even at the leading nontrivial order. This difference stems from a basic
fact, namely while the ungroomed pt,jet spectrum is an Infra-Red and Collinear (IRC) safe
quantity, the jet pt,mMDT spectrum (with no additional cuts) is Sudakov safe [26, 31, 35] but
not IRC safe. Conversely, the pt,mMDT spectrum is less sensitive to the underlying event than
pt,jet one and, arguably, more resilient to pile-up. It is therefore interesting to explore both
options in more details.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review definition and properties of
Soft Drop and mMDT. Resummation and matching of the mass distribution with pt,jet are
done in Section 3, followed by the case of pt,mMDT in Section 4. A Monte Carlo study of non-
perturbative corrections is presented in Section 5, while we collect our final phenomenological
predictions in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
1See the discussion below Eq. (3.5) for our counting of the logarithmic accuracy.
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2 A brief reminder of the grooming procedure
The Soft Drop grooming procedure [26] takes a jet with momentum pt,jet and radius R. It re-
clusters its constituents using the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [36, 37] and iteratively
performs the following steps:
1. it de-clusters the jet into 2 subjets j → j1 + j2;
2. it checks the condition
min(pt1, pt2)
pt1 + pt2
> zcut
(
θ12
R
)β
; (2.1)
3. if the jet passes the condition, the recursion stops; if not the softer subjet is removed
and the algorithms goes back to step 1 with the hardest of the two subjets.
As previously anticipated, in this study we only consider β = 0. In this case Soft Drop
essentially reduces to the mMDT, albeit without any actual mass-drop condition. Moreover,
while the original MDT algorithm imposed a cut on the ratio of angular distances to masses,
a so-called ycut, the mMDT variant instead cuts on momentum fractions [27] (see e.g. [18, 27]
for a comparison between ycut and zcut).
From a theoretical point of view, Soft Drop has numerous advantages. For instance,
non-global logarithms [38, 39], which require sophisticated treatments, e.g. [40–52] and are
often the bottle-neck of resummed calculations, are removed. Moreover, if we concentrate on
mMDT, as we do here, the perturbative behaviour of observables such as the jet mass, which
are double-logarithmic when measured on ungroomed jets, is changed into a single-logarithmic
one because the soft-collinear region of phase-space is groomed away. Furthermore, the action
of the groomer greatly reduces the impact of non-perturbative contributions, such as hadro-
nisation, the underlying event and pile-up, extending the regime of validity of perturbation
theory down to smaller values of the observables of interest. This opens up the possibility
of performing sensible comparisons between data and first-principle theoretical predictions
across a significant region of phase-space.
3 Jet mass distributions with mMDT
Throughout this paper, we focus on the invariant mass of a mMDT jet produced in proton-
proton collisions with a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Our selection cuts closely follow the
ones of the upcoming CMS measurement [34]: jets are defined with the anti-kt algorithm [53]
with jet radius R = 0.8. Next, we select the two hardest jets, ja and jb, of the event and
impose the following conditions:
1. both jets must have pt,jet > 200 GeV and central rapidity, namely |y| < 2.4;
2. the transverse momenta of the jets must satisfy |pta − ptb| < 0.3(pta + ptb), in order to
select symmetric configurations;
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3. the jets should be well-separated in azimuth, i.e. ∆φja,jb > pi/2.
In practice, these cuts are intended to select dijet events. We note however that the trans-
verse momentum cut on the second jet results in large perturbative corrections for the dijet
cross-section which render the mass distribution unstable in the first transverse momentum
bin. Imposing only a pt cut on the leading jet and the symmetry condition would have
been similarly efficient at selecting dijet events, and would have improved the perturbative
convergence.
For every jet that passes the above cuts, we apply the mMDT procedure with zcut = 0.1.
We compute the (groomed) jet mass squared defined as m2 = (
∑
i pi)
2 , where the sum runs
over all particles in the groomed jet. We also find useful to define the dimensionless variable
ρ =
m2
p2t,jetR
2
. (3.1)
We calculate the ρ distribution in a given transverse momentum bin pt1 < pt,jet < pt2:
dσ
dρ
(ρ; zcut, pt1, pt2) =
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet
d2σ
dpt,jetdρ
. (3.2)
We also define the normalised distribution as
dσ˜
dρ
(ρ; zcut, pt1, pt2) =
1
σbin(pt1, pt2)
dσ
dρ
(ρ; zcut, pt1, pt2) , (3.3)
where σbin is the jet cross section in the transverse momentum bin under consideration. We
also explicitly consider the jet mass distribution
dσ
dm
(m; zcut, pt1, pt2) =
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet
d2σ
dpt,jetdm
=
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet
2m
p2t,jetR
2
d2σ
dpt,jetdρ
, (3.4)
and the corresponding normalised version. Furthermore, the quantity that is measured exper-
imentally is the mass distribution integrated over a set of mass bins mi < m < mi+1, which
is the observable we are going to explicitly show in our plots. Note that in both Eq. (3.1)
and Eq. (3.2) pt,jet is the jet transverse momentum before grooming. We will consider the
alternative choice, namely the groomed transverse momentum pt,mMDT in Section 4.
Analytic all-order calculations of jet shapes with grooming is a rapidly developing field.
In particular, the leading logarithmic resummation of mMDT jet masses has been performed
in [27] and resummation for Soft Drop observables, i.e. for generic β, was performed to
NLL accuracy in [26] and to NNLL accuracy in [32, 33]. All the logarithmic contributions in
Soft Drop observables are of collinear origin, while soft-emission at large angle can at most
contribute with logarithms of zcut. Thanks to this observation, the resummed calculation
can be done in the collinear limit and the resulting structure is much simpler than the one
that we encounter in the resummation of the jet mass distributions without grooming, see
for instance [54–56]. In particular, soft radiation at large angle, which would give rise to a
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nontrivial matrix structure in colour space, is groomed away: only dipoles involving the mea-
sured jet are logarithmically enhanced and require resummation, while initial-state radiation
does not contribute. For the same reason, these observables are free of non-global logarithms.
At this stage, a word of caution about our counting of the logarithmic accuracy is in
order. While for a generic (non-zero) β, the Soft Drop mass distribution is dominated by
double logarithms — with LL accuracy resumming those double logarithms, NLL accuracy
including single-logarithms as well, etc... — these double logarithms are absent for mMDT
(i.e. Soft Drop with β = 0) in the region ρ < zcut:
ρ
dσ˜
dρ
(ρ; zcut) =
[ ∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=1
cn,m(zcut)α
n
s log
m−1
(
1
ρ
)
+O(ρ)
]
, (3.5)
where the dependence on the transverse momentum bin is understood. Single logarithmic
terms in the jet mass are therefore formally the leading contribution and will be referred to as
LL in what follows. The logarithmic counting of Refs. [32, 33] differs from ours because it refers
to the accuracy of the objects that appear in the factorisation theorem. These functions are
separately double-logarithmic, even for β = 0, and the cancellation of the double logarithms
only happens when they are combined.2 In our counting, the NLL [26] and NNLL [32, 33]
results obtained for a generic β, actually correspond respectively to LL and NLL accuracy,
in the small zcut limit, for mMDT. Thus, the state-of-the art evaluation of Eq. (3.5) accounts
for all the coefficients c˜n,n(zcut) and c˜n,n−1(zcut), where
lim
zcut→0
cn,m(zcut) = c˜n,m(zcut) +O(zcut). (3.6)
For phenomenology, one typically uses zcut ' 0.1, so it is important to investigate the size of
finite zcut corrections. In this study we restrict ourselves to LL accuracy, while maintaining
for the full zcut dependence, i.e. we fully account for all coefficients cn,n(zcut).
Finally, in the region ρ > zcut grooming is not active and we recover the traditional
jet mass result [27]. In this region we are going to perform a less sophisticated calculation
which resums the double logarithms and those single logarithmic contributions of collinear
origin. We find this procedure acceptable because in this region ρ ∼ zcut and we expect these
contributions to be less important than the fixed-order corrections, which we include at NLO.
3.1 Resummation at finite zcut
The resummation of the mMDT mass distribution at finite zcut was outlined in Ref. [27] in
the fixed-coupling limit.3 The major complication with respect to the small-zcut limit has to
do with the flavour structure. Let us consider for instance a q → qg splitting which does not
satisfy the mMDT condition. There is an O(zcut) probability for the gluon to be harder than
the quark. In such a case, the declustering sequence would follow the gluon branch rather
2We would like to thank Andrew Larkoski for clarifying this point.
3More precisely, the resummation of Ref. [27] was performed in case of a ycut, but its modification to a zcut
is straightforward.
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than the quark, resulting into a nontrivial mixing between quarks and gluons. The resummed
distribution therefore acquires a matrix structure in flavour space [27]
ρ
d2σ
dpt,jetdρ
= (R′q R
′
g) exp
(
−Rq −Rq→g Rg→q
Rq→g −Rg −Rg→q
)(
σq
σg
)
, (3.7)
where σq(g) is Born-level cross section for a quark (gluon) with transverse momentum pt,jet
and R′q(g) = ∂LRq(g), with L = log(1/ρ). As previously discussed, because we are dealing with
a Soft Drop observable, the radiators Ri can be computed in the collinear limit. Denoting by
θ the emission angle (in units of the jet radius R) with respect to the hard momentum and
with z the momentum fraction, we have 4
Rq = CF
∫ 1
0
dθ2
θ2
∫ 1
0
dz pgq(z)
αs(zθpt,jetR)
pi
Θ (zcut < z < 1− zcut) Θ(zθ2 > ρ), (3.8a)
Rg = CA
∫ 1
0
dθ2
θ2
∫ 1
0
dz pxg(z)
αs(zθpt,jetR)
pi
Θ (zcut < z < 1− zcut) Θ(zθ2 > ρ), (3.8b)
Rq→g = CF
∫ 1
0
dθ2
θ2
∫ 1
0
dz pgq(z)
αs(zθpt,jetR)
pi
Θ (1− z < zcut) Θ(zθ2 > ρ), (3.8c)
Rg→q = TRnf
∫ 1
0
dθ2
θ2
∫ 1
0
dz pqg(z)
αs(zθpt,jetR)
pi
[Θ (1− z < zcut) + Θ (z < zcut)] Θ(zθ2 > ρ),
(3.8d)
where CA = 3, CF = 4/3, TR = 1/2, nf is the number of active quark flavours and pab(z) are
the splitting functions given in Appendix A.1.
At the LL accuracy we are working at, the above expressions can be further simplified.
Besides the strict leading-logarithmic terms in ρ, it is trivial to also include the double-
logarithmic terms in zcut and this allows for a more transparent treatment of the transition
point at ρ = zcut. In that context, it is helpful to separate Eq. (3.8) in a contribution Ri,
coming from the 1/z part of the splitting function that includes the logarithmic and constant
terms in zcut, and a remainder which contains the corrections power-suppressed in zcut. Later,
this will make it easy to study the size of the finite-zcut corrections. For these contributions,
we neglect the z factor in the argument of αs and in the constraint zθ
2 > ρ. The details of
our calculation are given in Appendix A.1 and, our final result reads
Rq = CFRq(ρ; zcut) Θ(ρ < eBq) + CF I(ρ; zcut)piq(zcut) Θ(ρ < zcut), (3.9a)
Rg = CARg(ρ; zcut) Θ(ρ < eBg) + CA I(ρ; zcut)pig(zcut) Θ(ρ < zcut), (3.9b)
Rq→g = CF I(ρ; zcut)piq→g(zcut) Θ(ρ < zcut), (3.9c)
Rq→g = nfTR I(ρ; zcut)pig→q(zcut) Θ(ρ < zcut), (3.9d)
4 For simplicity, we introduce the following notation for the Heaviside step function: Θ (a > b) ≡ Θ (a− b),
Θ (a < b) ≡ Θ (b− a), and Θ (a < b < c) ≡ Θ (b− a) Θ (c− b).
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where we have introduced
Ri(ρ; zcut) = 1
2piαsβ20
[
W
(
1 + 2αsβ0Bi
)−W (1 + 2αsβ0 log(zm)) (3.10a)
+ 2W
(
1 + αsβ0 log(ρzm)
)− 2W (1 + αsβ0(log(ρ) +Bi))],
I(ρ; zcut) =
∫ zcut
ρ
dx
x
αs(xptR)
pi
=
1
piβ0
log
(
1 + αsβ0 log(zcut)
1 + αsβ0 log(ρ)
)
, (3.10b)
with W (x) = x log(x), zm = max(zcut, ρ), Bq = −34 , Bg = −1112 +
nfTR
3CA
and
piq(zcut) = log(1− zcut) + 3zcut
2
, (3.11a)
pig(zcut) = log(1− zcut) + 2zcut − z
2
cut
2
+
z3cut
3
− nfTR
CA
(
zcut − z2cut +
2z3cut
3
)
, (3.11b)
piq→g(zcut) = − log(1− zcut)− zcut
2
− z
2
cut
4
, (3.11c)
pig→q(zcut) = zcut − z2cut +
2z3cut
3
. (3.11d)
We note that the diagonal radiators vanish for ρ = exp(Bi) and, since Bq is (slightly) larger
than Bg, this produces distributions with an end-point at ρ = exp(Bq). Furthermore, the
appearance of zm = max(zcut, ρ) reproduces the transition point at ρ = zcut, when the mMDT
becomes active. We show explicitly below that it corresponds to a transition between a plain
jet mass behaviour at large mass and a single-logarithmic behaviour at low mass.
To gain some insight in this direction, it is helpful to consider the limit of these expressions
in a fixed-order approximation, where we find
R(f.c.)i (ρ; zcut) =
αs
2pi
[(
log(ρ)−Bi
)2 − log2(zm/ρ)], (3.12a)
I(f.c.)(ρ; zcut) =
∫ zcut
ρ
dx
x
αs(xptR)
pi
=
αs
pi
log
(zcut
ρ
)
. (3.12b)
This clearly shows that the distribution is double-logarithmic for ρ > zcut (where zm = ρ), and
becomes single-logarithmic for ρ < zcut (where zm = zcut). In the latter case, we also see that
the finite-zcut corrections, proportional to I are entering at the same order as the small-zcut
contributions, that is at the leading-logarithmic accuracy. Thus, these contributions must be
included to formally obtain the full LL result.
In order to assess perturbative uncertainties we follow a standard procedure. We vary the
factorisation scale (in the Born-level cross-sections σq and σg) and the renormalisation scale
(both in the resummation formula and in the Born-level cross-sections) by a factor of two
around the hard scale pt,jetR, keeping the ratio of scales never larger than 2 or smaller than
1/2, i.e. we employ a canonical 7-point scale variation [57]. We also introduce a resummation
scale µQ, which we use to rescale the argument of the logarithms we are resumming L =
log
pt,jetR
µQρ
. We use variations of µQ by a factor of 2 around the hard scale pt,jetR to assess the
size of logarithmic contributions beyond our accuracy.
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3.2 Fixed-order calculations and matching prescription
The resummed jet mass spectrum discussed in the previous section is reliable in the ρ  1
region, where the distribution is dominated by collinear splittings. In order to accurately
describe the ρ ∼ 1 region we have to resort to fixed-order computations. Ultimately, we will
match the two calculations yielding theoretical predictions which are accurate at both small
and large ρ, as discussed in the following.
All our fixed-order predictions are obtained using the public code NLOJet++ [58, 59]
together with the parton distribution set CT14 [60] at NLO. Jets are then clustered with the
anti-kt algorithm as implemented in FastJet [61, 62] and we use the implementation of mMDT
in fjcontrib [63]. Jet mass distributions are obtained by considering 2→ 3 partonic processes
at LO and NLO. Moreover, we also use NLOJet++ to calculate the bin cross section σbin,
see Eq. (3.3), and the quark and gluon cross sections, σq and σg respectively. In order to
estimate the theoretical uncertainty, we vary renormalisation and factorisation scales around
the central value µR = µF = pt,jetR, with the 7-point method.
We are now ready to match the resummed and the fixed-order calculations. Before
discussing different matching schemes, we address the issue of the end-point of the distribution
at large ρ. It is not difficult to show, see e.g. [54], that the LO distribution has an end-point
at ρmax,LO =
1
4 +O
(
R2
)
. At NLO up to three partons can be reconstructed in a single jet,
leading to ρmax,NLO =
25
64 + O
(
R2
)
(see Appendix B for details). On the other hand, our
resummed calculation has an end-point at ρ = exp(Bq), see Eq. (3.9). It is clearly desirable to
match curves with the same end-point, therefore we modify the argument of the logarithms
in the resummation in such a way that the resummed distribution has the same end-point as
the fixed-order it is matched to [64]
log
(
1
ρ
)
→ log
(
1
ρ
− 1
ρmax,i
+ e−Bq
)
, (3.13)
where for R = 0.8 the end-points are found to be ρmax,LO = 0.279303 and ρmax,NLO = 0.44974
(see Appendix B).
The combination of resummed and fixed-order results comes with a certain degree of
ambiguity. Different matching schemes must produce resummed and matched distributions,
LO+LL and NLO+LL, at the quoted accuracy but they can differ for terms that are sub-
leading in both logarithmic and fixed-order counting. The simplest matching scheme is the
additive one, which consists of adding the two results while removing double counting. This
scheme suffers from two issues. Firstly, when matching to NLO fixed-order results, our LL
calculation only includes the leading α2s log(1/ρ) contribution and misses the constant α
2
s
term, so an additive matching would tend to a constant at small ρ which is not physically
correct. Secondly, even at LO, matching with our LL calculation requires a precise numerical
calculation of the small-ρ tail, which can be delicate to reach in the fixed-order calculation.
Therefore, we have decided to employ an alternative matching scheme, namely multiplicative
matching. We discuss it in some detail for the NLO+LL case and then recover from it the
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simpler LO+LL. Naively, multiplicative matching can be defined as
σ
(m)
NLO+LL,naive =
σ
(m)
LL σ
(m)
NLO
σ
(m)
LL,NLO
, (3.14)
where, to keep the notation compact, σ
(m)
X indicates the jet mass differential distribution
computed at accuracy X, i.e. σ
(m)
X ≡ dσXdm . This construction applies both to the normalised
and unnormalised distributions.
Equation (3.14) is however not ideal either because at NLO accuracy, the fixed-order
cross-section turns negative at small mass. Asymptotically both σ
(m)
NLO and σ
(m)
LL,NLO would be
negative and their ratio would tend to 1 but there is a region where they would be close to
zero and where Eq. (3.14) would therefore be unreliable. To fix this issue, we can write the
fixed-order distribution explicitly as
σ
(m)
NLO = σ
(m)
LO + αsδ
(m)
NLO, (3.15)
while the expansion of the resummation to second order is
σ
(m)
LL,NLO = σ
(m)
LL,LO + αsδ
(m)
LL,NLO. (3.16)
We can then substitute Eq. (3.15) and (3.16) into Eq. (3.14) and expand to the desired
accuracy, to obtain
σ
(m)
NLO+LL = σ
(m)
LL
 σ(m)LO
σ
(m)
LL,LO
+ αs
 δ(m)NLO
σ
(m)
LL,LO
− σ(m)LO
δ
(m)
LL,NLO
σ
(m)
LL,LO
2
 . (3.17)
This is the expression we use in order to obtain our matched results. The LO+LL results
can be easily deduced from the above expression by simply dropping the O(αs) correction
in brackets, in which case the expression corresponds to what would have been obtained
with a naive multiplicative matching. We can also define alternative matching schemes. For
instance, we can work with cumulative distributions
ΣX(m) =
∫ m
0
dm′
dσ˜X
dm′
= 1 + αsΣ
(1)
X + α
2
sΣ
(2)
X +O
(
α3s
)
, (3.18)
and employ the so-called log-R matching [64], which combines together the logarithm of the
cumulative distributions. This results in
Σlog-RNLO+LL = ΣLL exp
[
αs
(
Σ(1) − Σ(1)LL
)
+ α2s
(
Σ(2) − Σ(2)LL
)
− α
2
s
2
(
Σ(1)
2 − Σ(1)LL
2
)]
. (3.19)
A comparison between the different matching schemes will be discussed in the following.
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Figure 1. In this figure we show the resummed and matched jet mass distribution in the 460 <
pt,jet < 550 GeV transverse momentum bin (on the left), and in the pt,jet > 1300 GeV bin (on the
right). The top panels show LO+LL, while the bottom panels show NLO+LL.
3.3 Perturbative results
We now present our results for the resummed and matched jet mass distribution. We pick
two representative bins in transverse momentum, namely 460 < pt,jet < 550 GeV and pt,jet >
1300 GeV. In Fig. 1 we show the mass distribution in logarithmic bins of the mass:5
∆σ
∆ logm
≡ mi+1 −mi
log (mi+1/mi)
∆σ
∆m
, (3.20)
where mi+1 and mi are, respectively, the upper and lower edge of each mass bin. Blue
lines with a solid band represent distributions obtained with fixed-order calculations and
5The binned distribution is computed using Eq. (3.4). For a given pt,jet we thus need to integrate
ρd2σ/(dpt,jetdρ) over a range in ρ. In practice, this can be written as a difference between the cumulative ρ
distribution taken at the bin edges, which, for the resummed results, is obtained by removing the (R′q R
′
g)
pre-factor in Eq. (3.7).
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Figure 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the normalised distribution.
their uncertainty, while green or red curves with a hatched band are for resummed and
matched results obtained using Eq. (3.17). We estimate the theoretical uncertainty on the
matched result by taking the envelope of all the curves obtained by varying the arbitrary
scales (µR, µF, µQ) which enter the fixed-order and resummed calculations, as previously
detailed. At the top we compare leading order distributions to LO+LL results, while at
the bottom we show the NLO curve compared to NLO+LL. The plots on the left are for
the lower-pt,jet bin, while the ones on the right are for the boosted bin. We can see that
the normalisation uncertainty is rather large especially when we consider LO distributions.
Therefore, it is also interesting to look at normalised distributions, with the normalisation
taken to be the jet cross-section in the relevant transverse momentum bin calculated at LO
and NLO, respectively for the LO(+LL) and NLO(+LL) results. We show our results for the
normalised distributions in Fig. 2.
Since the state-of-the-art NLL studies [32, 33] neglect the finite zcut corrections, it is
interesting to check their importance. In Fig. 3 we compare the resummed and matched
NLO+LL normalised distribution, in red, to an approximation in which the resummation is
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Figure 3. Comparison between the resummed and matched calculation with finite zcut (red) and the
result with the resummation computed in the zcut → 0 limit. The ratio plots at the bottom show that
for zcut = 0.1 this type of correction is very small.
performed in the zcut → 0 limit, in grey, for two different transverse momentum bins. From
the top plots we can already see that, for zcut = 0.1, these effects are small and the two curves
fall well within each other’s uncertainty bands. Looking at the bottom plots we can see that
these effects are at most a couple of percent at NLO+LL (red curves). For comparison, we
also show, in green, the same ratio in the case of the LO+LL result. Note that the bands
in the ratio plots represent the uncertainty on the effect, not the overall uncertainty which
is of the order of 10%, as can be seen from the top plots. We also note that for a pure
LL calculation, finite zcut effects are found to be of the order of 2%, rising to about 5% for
zcut = 0.2. These findings justify the approximation of Refs. [32, 33], which achieved higher-
logarithmic accuracy but in the small-zcut limit. We will see in the next section that the
situation radically changes when consider bins in pt,mMDT.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we compare two different matching schemes. In particular, we plot
the ratio between the NLO+LL distribution obtained with log-R matching Eq. (3.19) to
the one obtained with multiplicative matching Eq. (3.17), with their respective perturbative
uncertainties. We see that the two results are in good agreement and they fall within each
other’s scale variation bands.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the jet mass distribution in two different matching schemes, the multiplica-
tive one Eq. (3.17) and the log-R one Eq. (3.19).
4 Jet mass distributions with mMDT using pt,mMDT
We now consider the alternative option where the mMDT jet mass is measured in bins of
pt,mMDT rather than pt,jet. We begin our discussion pointing out a known but perhaps under-
appreciated fact: the transverse momentum distribution dσdpt,mMDT is not IRC safe, see e.g. [26].
We then proceed, as before, by discussing our calculation for the jet mass distribution in bins
of pt,mMDT.
4.1 Collinear unsafety (but Sudakov safety) of pt,mMDT
The mMDT groomer only imposes a cut on the transverse momentum fraction z. There-
fore, real emissions below zcut are groomed away without any constraint on the emission
angle, resulting in collinear singularities that do not cancel against the corresponding vir-
tual corrections. Thus, the pt,mMDT distribution is IRC unsafe and it cannot be computed
order-by-order in the strong coupling αs, producing a divergence even at the level of the first
emission. However, this observable still enjoys the property of Sudakov safety [26, 31, 35] and
it is therefore calculable provided we perform an all-order computation. We note that the
situation is instead different if one considers Soft Drop with β > 0, which does regulate the
collinear region.
One way to explicitly show the IRC unsafety of the pt,mMDT distribution is to study
fixed-order distributions in e+e− collisions using the program EVENT2 [58, 65], for which
we can easily control the infrared cut-off scale. In practice, we simulate events at Born level
and at O(αs), including both real emissions and virtual corrections. We cluster the full event
with the e+e− version of the anti-kt algorithm with radius R = 0.4 and select jets with an
energy larger than 0.95
√
s/2, with
√
s = 1 TeV. We note that, at this order in perturbation
theory, jets have either one or two constituents. We then run the following e+e− version of
mMDT: jets with one constituent are kept untouched, and for jets with two constituents we
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Figure 5. Dependence of the jet cross-section before and after applying mMDT, as a function of
the infrared cut-off used in EVENT2 . The cross-section before grooming is stable but the one after
grooming diverges logarithmically, thus making IRC unsafety apparent.
either keep them intact if min(E1, E2) > zcutEjet, or only keep the most energetic particle
otherwise. We use zcut = 0.1. We consider the jet cross section for E > 0.95
√
s/2 before and
after applying mMDT. At Born level, jets after the mMDT procedure are identical to the
ungroomed jets. At O(αs), for an initial jet with an energy above the cut-off, the mMDT
jet energy can drop below the cut-off because of a collinear real emission inside the jet that
does not pass the mMDT condition. This cannot happen for virtual corrections and so we
do expect a leftover singularity.
In numerical codes, both the real and the virtual terms are simulated down to an infrared
cut-off so that the numerical result is always finite. When lowering the infrared cut-off
parameter the cross section for the ungroomed case is expected to remain constant (modulo
small power corrections), while the cross section for mMDT jets is expected to have a residual
logarithmic dependence on the cut-off as a consequence of the IRC unsafety. Fig. 5 shows the
results of our simulations when varying the infra-red cut-off used in EVENT2 . We indeed
clearly see a constant behaviour for the (IRC safe) inclusive cross-section and a logarithmically
diverging behaviour for the (IRC unsafe) cross-section after the mMDT procedure.
Moving back to pp collisions, we study how the nature of the observable, IRC safety for
pt,jet and Sudakov safety for pt,mMDT, correlates with the size of non-perturbative corrections
due to the hadronisation process and to multiple parton interactions, i.e. the underlying
event (UE). Although the question of a field-theoretical understanding of non-perturbative
corrections and their interplay with substructure algorithms is of great interest, in this study
we limit ourselves to a phenomenological approach based on Monte Carlo parton-showers
simulations. In order to minimise potential bias due to a particular non-perturbative model,
we use a variety of parton showers with different tunes, namely the AUET2 [66] tune of
Herwig 6.521 [67, 68], the Z2 [69] and Perugia 2011 [70, 71] tunes of Pythia 6.428 [72], the
4C [73] and the Monash 13 tune [74] of Pythia 8.223 [75]. The results of this study are
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Figure 6. Monte Carlo study of the impact of hadronisation and underlying event (UE) on the
ungroomed pt,jet distribution (on the left) and on the pt,mMDT distribution.
presented in Fig. 6, where the plot on the left shows the ungroomed pt,jet spectrum, while the
one on the right the pt,mMDT distribution. In each plot, we show two sets of curves. The first
set (labelled “hadronisation” on the plots) represents, for each Monte Carlo, the ratio between
hadron-level and parton-level results, without UE. The second set (labelled “UE”) instead
shows the ratio of hadron-level results with and without the UE contribution. The pt,jet
plot shows all the features we would expect from an IRC safe observable. Non-perturbative
corrections are suppressed by negative powers of the jet transverse momentum. Moreover,
since we are dealing with high-pt jet with a fairly large radius (R = 0.8) hadronisation
corrections are rather small [76]. The Sudakov-safe pt,mMDT distribution instead exhibits
larger hadronisation corrections, which do not appear to be power suppressed [31]. On the
other hand, as perhaps expected in the presence of a groomer, we note that pt,mMDT is less
sensitive to the UE contribution than pt,jet, especially at moderate transverse momentum. We
can therefore expect that pt,mMDT will be more resilient against pile-up (not considered here),
which has a structure similar to the UE. To cast more light on Sudakov-safe observables, it
would be interesting to investigate analytically the structure of hadronisation corrections to
the pt,mMDT cross-section, using e.g. techniques from Ref. [76].
In this study we are primarily interested in jet mass distributions, while we only use
the jet cross section for normalisation purposes. Measuring a non-vanishing mMDT mass
resolves a two-prong structure within the jet, thus acting as an angular cut-off and regulating
the collinear divergence. This means that the unnormalised distribution
dσ
dρ
(ρ; zcut, pt1, pt2) =
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,mMDT
d2σ
dpt,mMDTdρ
, with ρ =
(
m
pt,mMDTR
)2
, (4.1)
is IRC safe. However, as we shall see in the following section, the resulting all-order structure
is different compared to the one previously described and rather cumbersome. We also note
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that, because the difference between pt,jet and pt,mMDT is O(zcut), if we choose to use pt,mMDT
we are forced to work at finite zcut.
As a final note, we point out that despite its issues related to IRC safety, pt,mMDT
shows some interesting properties in perturbative QCD. For example, it is directly related to
the “energy loss” distribution computed in Ref. [26] in the small zcut limit. Modulo small
corrections induced by the running of the coupling, the energy loss distribution — i.e. the
pt,mMDT distribution at fixed pt,jet — is independent of αs and of the colour factor of the
parton initiating the jet. We discuss this briefly in the context of the pt,jet jet cross-section
in Appendix C.
4.2 Fixed-order structure of the mass distribution
In order to better understand the structure of the mass distribution with pt,mMDT we an-
alytically calculate Eq. (4.1) to LO and NLO, in the collinear limit. We start with a jet
of momentum pt,jet. At O(αs) the jet is made of at most two partons. If one of them is
groomed away by mMDT, then the resulting groomed jet is massless. Thus, in order to have
a non-vanishing mass, the emission must pass the zcut condition, leading to pt,mMDT = pt,jet.
Therefore, the LL distribution at LO is the same for the two transverse momentum choices
and it reads (see also Ref. [28])
ρ
dσLL,LO
dρ
(ρ; zcut, pt1, pt2) =
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet
[
σq(pt,jet)R
′
q + σg(pt,jet)R
′
g
]
, (4.2)
where R′q(g) have been defined in Section 3.1.
The situation changes when we move to NLO. We consider the sum of the double real
emission diagrams and the real-virtual contributions, while the double virtual one only gives
vanishing masses. At NLO we have different colour structures. For convenience, we explicitly
consider the C2F contribution, which originates from the independent emission of two collinear
gluons 1 and 2 off a quark leg. Analogous results can be obtained for the other colour
structures. Because we are interested in the LL contribution, we can order the two emissions
in angle, i.e. θ1  θ2, θ12. The relevant contributions correspond to the situation where
gluon 2 is real (and dominates the mMDT jet mass) and the large-angle gluon 1 is either
real and groomed away, or virtual. The only difference with respect to our calculation in
the pt,jet case (and of Ref. [28]) is that here we further have to make sure that the measured
pt,mMDT falls in the transverse momentum bin under consideration, say pt1 < pt,mMDT < pt2.
Assuming for the moment that pt1 < pt,jet < pt2, we therefore have the additional constraint
on the double-real emission contribution that pt,mMDT = (1 − z1)pt,jet still falls in the same
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transverse momentum bin. We thus have
ρ
dσLL,NLO,C
2
F a
dρ
=
(
αsCF
pi
)2
ρ
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet σq(pt,jet) (4.3)
·
∫ 1
0
dθ21
θ21
∫ 1
0
dz1 pgq(z1)
[
Θ (zcut > z1) Θ ((1− z1)pt,jet > pt1)− 1
]
·
∫ 1
0
dθ22
θ22
∫ 1
0
dz2 pgq(z2)Θ (z2 > zcut) Θ (1− z2 > zcut) Θ
(
θ21 > θ
2
2
)
δ
(
ρ− z2θ22
)
.
After some algebra, the distribution in the ρ < zcut region can be written in terms of the Ri
functions previously defined
ρ
dσLL,NLO,C
2
F a
dρ
=
∫ pt2
pt1
dpt,jet σq(pt,jet)R
′
q
[
−Rq −Rq→g
]
(4.4)
−
∫ min[pt2, pt11−zcut ]
pt1
dpt,jet σq(pt,jet) R
′
q
αsCF
pi
log
1
ρ
∫ zcut
1− pt1
pt,jet
dz1 pgq(z1).
We note that the first contribution coincides with the expansion of the resummation formula
Eq. (3.7) to second order. However, the second term, proportional to α2s log(1/ρ), is a new
LL contribution that signals the different all-order structure of the mass distribution with
pt,mMDT. Note that we have put a label a in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) because there is actually a
second configuration that contributes, namely when the ungroomed jet has pt,jet > pt2. If the
first emission is groomed away, we may end up with pt,mMDT < pt2, so that this contribution
has now leaked into the lower bin. For a quark-initiated jet with two gluon emissions, this
results into an additional LL piece:
ρ
dσLL,NLO,C
2
F b
dρ
=
∫ pt2
1−zcut
pt2
dpt,jet σq(pt,jet) R
′
q
αsCF
pi
log
1
ρ
∫ zcut
1− pt2
pt,jet
dz1 pgq(z1). (4.5)
4.3 Resummation
In order to resum the groomed jet mass spectrum in the case of the pt,mMDT selection we
have to generalise the calculation described in the previous section to all orders. Clearly, the
situation is much more complicated than the pt,jet case chiefly because the value of pt,mMDT is
determined by all the emissions that fail the mMDT condition and therefore our calculation
must keep track of them. Because of this complication we are not able to find simple analytic
expressions that capture the all-order behaviour, nevertheless we can achieve LL accuracy
in the groomed mass distribution using an approach based on generating functionals [77, 78]
and, in particular, the application of this formalism to the description of the angular evolution
of jets with small radius [79, 80].
We start by defining an evolution variable which is closely related to the angular scale θ
at which we resolve a jet
t =
∫ 1
θ2
dθ′2
θ′2
αs(θ
′pt,jetR)
2pi
=
1
2piβ0
log
(
1
1 + 2αsβ0 log(θ)
)
=
αs
2pi
log
(
1
θ2
)
+O(α2s), (4.6)
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with, as before, αs = αs(ptR). This definition of t includes leading collinear logarithms
induced by the running of the QCD coupling when going to small angles. When mMDT (and
more generically Soft Drop) recurses to smaller and smaller angular scales, the corresponding
value of evolution variable t increases until it reaches a non-perturbative value tmax. Thus,
by considering successive 1 → 2 angular-ordered splittings, we can write down LL evolution
equations for a generating functional associated to a quark, Q(x, t), or to a gluon G(x, t),
where x is the momentum fraction. The relevant evolution equations were derived in Ref. [79].
The only difference here is that after each splitting we follow the branch with the highest
transverse momentum, as it is appropriate for the mMDT algorithm. We obtain
d
dt
Q(x, t) = 2CF
∫ 1
0
dz pgq(z)
[
Q ((1− z)x) Θ
(
z <
1
2
)
+G (zx) Θ
(
z >
1
2
)
−Q(x, t)
]
,
(4.7a)
d
dt
G(x, t) = 2CA
∫ 1
0
dz
[
1
2
pgg(z)G
(
max(z, 1− z)x, t)+ TRnf
CA
pqg(z)Q
(
max(z, 1− z)x, t)
− pxg(z)G(x, t)
]
. (4.7b)
These equations can be implemented numerically under the form of a Monte Carlo generator
producing angular-ordered (from large angles to small ones) parton branchings. Compared to
the implementation used in [79], the only difference is that the successive branchings follow
the hardest of the two partons obtained at the previous step of the showering. We record the
angle θ and momentum fraction z of all the emissions.
In order to obtain the mMDT mass spectrum, two extra ingredients are needed: firstly,
we need to impose the mMDT condition and, secondly, we should impose an ordering in
invariant mass rather than an ordering in angle. Since mMDT proceeds by declustering a
C/A tree, imposing the mMDT condition on our angular-ordered events is trivial: we simply
search for the first emission that satisfies zcut < z < 1−zcut. From the momentum fractions of
all the previous emissions, i.e. those at larger angles, we can then reconstruct the momentum
fraction groomed away by the mMDT procedure and thus pt,mMDT. Then, once we have
reached an emission that passes the mMDT condition, we investigate all the emissions to find
the one that dominates the mass. If these emissions have angles θi, obtained by inverting
Eq. (4.6), and momentum fractions zi, we take, to LL accuracy, ρ = maxi[min(zi, 1− zi)θ2i ].
In particular, it is worth pointing out that we can use the momentum fraction zi, relative to
each branching, instead of the actual momentum of each parton with respect to the initial
jet. This is simply because the difference between the two does not generate any logarithmic
enhancement.6 Finally, since the resummation is obtained from a Mote Carlo event generator,
6Similarly, we can wonder why, once we have an emission satisfying the mMDT condition and the de-
clustering procedure stops, we keep generating branchings only on the hardest branch. This is simply because
further branchings on a soft branch would never dominate the jet mass and can therefore be neglected. This
would not be valid for observables sensitive to secondary emissions, like N -subjettiness with N > 1, for which
all branchings should be included at angles smaller than the first branching which passes the mMDT condition.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the full NLO correction (solid) to the jet mass distribution and the
O(α2s) expansion of the LL resummation (dashed) for both pt,jet (blue) and pt,mMDT (red) in two
different transverse momentum bins.
it can directly be interfaced with NLOJet++ at Born-level to obtain predictions for the jet
mass cross-section.
Before we present matched results, we note that, compared to the resummation done in
the previous section for the pt,jet case, the use of Eq. (4.6) implies that we are neglecting
a factor z in our choice of the scale of the running coupling. This means that we are not
including running-coupling effects in the double-logarithmic small-zcut contributions. This
approximation can be explicitly studied in the context of a selection on pt,mMDT and we show
in Appendix A.2 that this only have a modest impact on the final results.
4.4 Matching and perturbative results
As for the case of the ungroomed pt,jet, an accurate description valid both in the ρ  1
region and in the ρ ∼ 1 region requires the matching of our LL resummation to a fixed-order
calculation. As before, the latter is obtained using NLOJet++. We note that at LO, the
results are identical to the ones obtained in the pt,jet case, Section 3.3.
In order to match fixed-order and resummed calculations we have to work out the ex-
pansion of the resummed cross-sections to LO and NLO. This can be obtained by expanding
Eq. (4.7) to first and second order in αs. In practice, we have found more convenient to reuse
here the same code as in Ref. [79], with minor modifications to include additional informa-
tion about the successive branching angles and momentum fractions as well as simplifications
related to the fact that we do not have to include splittings in the soft branch. For fixed pt,
we have checked our numerical results against an explicit analytic calculation. Note that at
NLO, i.e. at O(α2s), we should include both a contribution coming from two emissions (see
also the earlier discussion in Section 4.2) as well as a running-coupling correction coming from
the expansion of Eq. (4.6) to O(α2s).
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Figure 8. In this figure we compare resummed and matched jet mass distributions in the case of
ungroomed pt,jet selection (blue) or groomed pt,mMDT selection (green).
We compare the expansion of the LL resummation to O(α2s) against the exact NLO-
Jet++ NLO correction in Fig. 7, for both pt,jet (blue) and pt,mMDT (red) and for two different
transverse momentum bins. We first note that at small mass the expansion of the resummed
distribution has the same slope of the corresponding fixed-order, meaning that we do indeed
control the O(α2s log(1/ρ)) contribution, as expected from our LL calculation. More interest-
ingly, Fig. 7 shows explicitly that the mass distributions obtained in the pt,mMDT and pt,jet
cases have different slopes at small mass, i.e. different O(α2s log(1/ρ)) contributions. This
means that the two distributions already differ at the LL level. The difference in slope is
captured by our analytic calculation and is due to the effects already discussed in Section 4.2.
We are now ready to discuss the matching itself. We adopt the multiplicative matching
scheme introduced in Eq. (3.17). Our results are shown in Fig. 8 for the (unnormalised) jet-
mass cross-section. The hatched (green) curves are the results obtained for the pt,mMDT case
and they are compared to the results already obtained in Section 3.3 shown in shaded blue.
The plots on the top are for LO+LL, while the ones at the bottom for NLO+LL. We pick
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the same representative bins in transverse momentum as before, namely 460 < pt < 550 GeV
and pt > 1300 GeV, with pt being either pt,mMDT or pt,jet. Fig. 7. The cross-sections are
smaller for the pt,mMDT case than for the pt,jet case, mostly because the overall inclusive jet
cross-section is smaller. This is related to the loss of transverse momentum when applying
the mMDT procedure, which is also discussed in Appendix C. We also see, in particular in
the NLO+LL results for the high-pt bin, that pt,mMDT distributions decrease slightly faster
than the pt,jet ones, at small mass. This feature was already observed in Fig. 7 and it can
be attributed to the presence of extra logarithmic contributions, which further suppress the
distribution at small values of the mass.
We note that due to the IRC unsafety of the pt,mMDT jet cross-section, the normalisation
of the fixed-order jet mass distribution is ill-defined. The resummed and matched cross-
sections could simply be normalised to unity but we found that this procedure tends to
clearly underestimate the size of the perturbative uncertainty and is potentially dangerous as
it relies on the computation of the resummed cross-section down to very small masses where
non-perturbative effects are dominant. We have therefore decided to present only predictions
for the unnormalised distributions.
5 Non-perturbative corrections
In this section we perform a Monte Carlo study of non-perturbative contributions considering
effects coming from the hadronisation process as well as from the underlying event. In order
to study non-perturbative corrections to the jet mass distribution we consider the same set
of Monte Carlo tunes used for studying the pt spectra in Section 4. As usual, we consider
two representative transverse momentum bins. In Fig. 9 we consider 460 < pt < 550 GeV,
while in Fig. 10 we consider pt > 1300 GeV. In both cases, the plots on the left refer to the
ungroomed pt,jet selection, while the ones on the right refer to the pt,mMDT case.
In the top plots we show the (unnormalised) jet mass distributions as obtained from each
Monte Carlo program. The striking feature is the huge discrepancy between these results,
even at large masses. In particular, the predictions obtained with the most recent Pythia 8
tunes appear to be a factor of 2 larger than the other tunes in the region of interest for this
study. This performance of standard parton shower tools, worrisome at first glance, should be
put in parallel with our LO+LL results (see e.g. Fig. 8) which exhibit a similar uncertainty
band. This indicates the need to match the parton shower with NLO fixed-order matrix
elements.
In the bottom plots of Figs. 9 and 10 we instead show, for each Monte Carlo, the ra-
tio of hadron-to-parton level results (labelled “hadronisation”) and the ratio with-to-without
the underlying event contribution (labelled “UE”). We first note that in both the pt,jet and
pt,mMDT selection cases, the groomed mass distribution has very small sensitivity to the un-
derlying event, as we expect from mMDT being an (aggressive) groomer. This contribution
becomes more sizeable at large masses essentially because the effective jet radius becomes
larger. Moreover, this effect is more visible in the moderate pt bin since the power-suppression
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Figure 9. The top plots show the groomed jet mass distribution for 460 < pt < 550 GeV, with
hadronisation and the underlying event, for different Monte Carlo parton showers. The plot on the
left is for the ungroomed pt,jet, while the one of the right for pt,mMDT. The bottom plots show the
ratios hadron-to-parton level and with-to-without the underlying event.
in the hard scale of the process becomes weaker. Hadronisation corrections have instead a
different shape for the pt,jet and pt,mMDT selections, most likely stemming from the different
properties of the underlying transverse momentum distribution. For the pt,jet case, hadroni-
sation corrections are sizeable in the low mass bins, with a peculiar peak in the 5-10 GeV bin,
and at very large masses, close to the end-point region. For both small and large masses, this
also comes with a larger spread of the hadronisation corrections across the generators and
tunes. However, there exists a rather large region in mass, increasing in size as pt,jet grows,
where these contributions are genuinely small. Hadronisation corrections have a similar size
in the pt,mMDT selection case. This is not unexpected because the mass distribution is itself
IRC safe. However, they do exhibit a rather different shape. They come with opposite sign
at small masses and appear to be non-negligible in a wider region of the mass distribution,
similarly to what was already noticed in Section 4.1 for the jet cross-section.
Given the large kinematic range over which the non-perturbative corrections appear to
be small, upcoming LHC data could bring valuable constraints on the perturbative aspects of
parton showers. Additionally, the behaviour at low mass, with very little sensitivity to the un-
derlying event, could help constraining hadronisation models. For example, measurements on
both quark and gluon-enriched jet samples would be complementary to the quark-dominated
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for the bin pt > 1300 GeV.
LEP data currently used to tune hadronisation models [81, 82].
In practice, for this study, we use the above Monte Carlo results to estimate the size and
the uncertainty of non-perturbative corrections on the groomed mass distribution. For each
Monte Carlo generator and tune we construct the ratio particle-level, i.e. hadronisation with
UE, to parton-level, in each mass and transverse momentum bin. We take the average value
of this ratio as a correction factor to apply to the perturbative NLO+LL results obtained in
the previous sections. We take the envelope of the corrections across different generators and
tunes as an estimate of the non-perturbative uncertainty, which we add in quadrature to the
perturbative uncertainty. We consider this solution an acceptable and rather conservative
estimate of non-perturbative contributions, lacking a detailed, field-theoretical study of these
corrections in the presence of grooming algorithms.
6 Final results
We can now present our final results for the groomed jet mass distribution for both the pt,jet
and pt,mMDT selection. Our perturbative results, which are accurate to NLO+LL, are multi-
plied by a bin-by-bin (in both mass and transverse momentum) non-perturbative correction
factor obtained from Monte Carlo parton showers. The total uncertainty is taken as the
sum in quadrature of the perturbative and non-perturbative uncertainties. The former is
obtained by varying renormalisation, factorisation, and resummation scales as described in
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Figure 11. Final results for the jet mass distribution in the case of the ungroomed pt,jet selection.
The perturbative calculation is performed at NLO+LL and non-perturbative corrections are included
as a multiplicative factor obtained from Monte Carlo parton showers. Perturbative uncertainties are
obtained varying renormalisation, factorisation and resummation scales as detailed in Section 3. Non-
perturbative uncertainties are obtained considering the spread of five different Monte Carlo tunes, as
detailed in Section 5. Perturbative and non-perturbative uncertainties are added in quadrature.
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Figure 12. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the normalised jet mass
distribution, in the case of the ungroomed pt,jet selection.
Section 3 and taking the envelope of the result; the latter by considering the envelope of the
five different Monte Carlo generators and tunes.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the results (in black, with grey uncertainty bands) for the
ungroomed pt,jet selection in the two representative transverse momentum bins: 460 < pt,jet <
550 GeV and pt,jet > 1300 GeV. The former is the jet mass distribution, while the latter
is normalised to the NLO jet cross-section in the appropriate transverse momentum bin.
Similarly, in Fig. 13 we show our final results for the pt,mMDT selection. As discussed in
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Figure 13. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the pt,mMDT selection.
the paper, the NLO jet cross section is not well-defined in this case, so we only present
unnormalised distributions. For comparison, we also show in red the purely perturbative
NLO+LL results with their uncertainties. As previously noted, non-perturbative corrections
are sizeable (with large uncertainties) in the first few mass bins (m . 10 GeV) and at very
large masses, close to the end-point region. Nevertheless, there exists a region in mass,
which increases in size as pt,jet grows, where non-perturbative effects are genuinely small and
a meaningful comparisons between experiments and perturbation theory can be performed.
However, we have found that, when we consider normalised distributions in Fig. 12, the
uncertainty related to these non-perturbative contributions is, at best, of the same order as
the NLO+LL perturbative calculation.
The above results clearly demonstrate the value of jet substructure algorithms to perform
phenomenological studies in QCD. In particular, the region in mass where non-perturbative
contributions are genuinely small offers an opportunity to test the modeling of perturbative ra-
diation in analytic resummations and parton showers. In that respect, one could even consider
the possibility to use experimental data in this mass region for a novel measurement of the
strong coupling. On the other hand, the lower mass bins, which are sensitive to hadronisation
but have small UE contaminations, can be used to test (and tune) the hadronisation models
of Monte Carlo event generators. To this purpose, it will be also interesting to extend this
analysis to different jet shapes and angularities, and to different processes, e.g. Z+jet, which
have different sensitivity to QCD radiation, both at the perturbative and non-perturbative
level. Furthermore, while the pt,jet selection is under better theoretical control and should
be amenable to a higher logarithmic accuracy, we think that the pt,mMDT case also offers
many interesting physics opportunities. While the jet mass distribution is IRC safe in both
cases, the underlying pt,mMDT itself is not. Detailed studies of these types of observables will
improve our understanding of Sudakov safety. Furthermore, the two transverse-momentum
selections exhibit different sensitivities to non-perturbative effects (especially hadronisation).
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Such a measurement could therefore shed some light on power corrections for Sudakov-safe
observables and be of further help for Monte Carlo tuning.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the production of hadronic jets in proton-proton collisions
and studied the invariant mass distributions of groomed jets, focusing on the mMDT algo-
rithm, sometimes also referred to as Soft Drop with the angular exponent set to zero. Our
calculation is double-differential in jet mass and transverse momentum and fully takes into
account the kinematic cuts of an upcoming CMS measurement at
√
s = 13 TeV. We present
our results as jet mass distributions in different transverse-momentum bins.
Jet mass distributions receive logarithmic corrections originating from the emissions of
soft and/or collinear partons. However, the presence of a grooming algorithm mitigates the
contributions from the soft region of phase-space. The resulting mMDT mass distribution is
single-logarithmic with the logarithmic enhancements only stemming from the hard-collinear
region. We have resummed this contribution to LL accuracy. In doing so we have lifted the
small-zcut approximation which has been used in other studies aimed at a higher logarithmic
accuracy [32, 33]. In order to also describe the high-mass tail of the distribution we match to
fixed-order matrix elements at NLO using the program NLOJet++.
We have considered two different choices for the transverse momentum selection. The
first option consists in selecting and binning the jets according to their transverse momen-
tum before grooming, namely pt,jet, while in the second one the transverse momentum after
grooming pt,mMDT is used. We note that a calculation performed in the small-zcut limit cannot
resolve this difference, as the two are equal at zcut = 0.
We have found that the pt,jet selection is better suited for theoretical calculations and
the resulting resummation has a relatively simple form that can be, in principle, extended to
higher-logarithmic accuracy. Moreover, for the typical choice zcut = 0.1, finite zcut corrections,
although formally entering already at LL accuracy, appear to be very small. This justifies
the small-zcut approximation used in Refs. [32, 33] to achieve higher logarithmic accuracy.
However, the finite zcut corrections would inevitably increase for larger values of zcut. Also, it
would be interesting to achieve a complete picture at NLL accuracy, including the finite zcut
corrections, even though our findings in this paper suggest that the latter would be small.
We have also found that logarithms of zcut give a non-negligible contribution, thus indicating
the necessity of their resummation. We have also studied the perturbative uncertainty of
our calculation, observing that matching to NLO greatly reduces the theoretical uncertainty
especially in the case of unnormalised distributions. Finally, we have studied non-perturbative
contributions from hadronisation and the underlying event using different Monte Carlo parton
showers. Non-perturbative effects are reduced compared to the ungroomed jet mass and only
remain sizeable at low mass, where hadronisation dominates, or at very large masses, close
to the end-point of the distribution.
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The pt,mMDT selection has instead more theoretical issues but it can also present some
advantages from a phenomenological viewpoint. The main theoretical complication stems
from the fact that the pt,mMDT jet spectrum is not IRC safe, but only Sudakov safe. The jet
mass distribution is itself safe, with the mass acting as a regulator for collinear emissions,
but the inclusive pt,mMDT cross-section is only Sudakov safe. Due to the complicated flavour
structure of the all-order resummation, we were only able to arrive at a numerical resummation
of the LL contributions. A possible extension of our results to a higher logarithmic accuracy
is therefore expected to be difficult, even in principle. From a phenomenological viewpoint,
it would be interesting to see whether the slightly smaller sensitivity to the underlying event
of the pt,mMDT choice implies a smaller sensitivity to pileup.
To summarise, in this work we have derived theoretical predictions for the invariant
mass distribution of jets groomed with mMDT, including a study of the perturbative and
non-perturbative theoretical uncertainties. The situation where distributions are computed
in bins of the initial (ungroomed) jet pt exhibit a simpler analytic structure, compared to
the case where the binning is done using the groomed jet pt. This means that the former is
more likely to be amenable to a theoretical calculation with higher logarithmic accuracy. We
look forward to comparing our calculations to upcoming LHC measurements and extend our
predictions to additional observables.
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A Details of the analytic calculation
In this Appendix we give more detail about the calculations of the resummation functions Ri
introduced in Section 3.1.
A.1 Resummed exponents
The splitting functions introduced in Eqs. (3.8) are defined as
pgq =
1 + (1− z)2
2z
, (A.1)
pqg =
1
2
(
z2 + (1− z)2), (A.2)
pgg =
2(1− z)
z
+ z(1− z), (A.3)
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and we have also defined the following combination
pxg ≡ 1
2
pgg +
TRnf
CA
pqg. (A.4)
The running coupling used in Eqs. (3.8) is computed at the one-loop accuracy, namely
αs(κ) =
αs(Q)
1 + 2αs(Q)β0 log
κ
Q
. (A.5)
Our results are expressed in terms of αs = αs(Rpt,jet), evolved from αs(mZ) = 0.118 with
a two-loop approximation (nf = 5).
7 Note that for the minimal jet mass of 1 GeV that we
consider in this paper and the variations of the renormalisation and resummation scales, µR
and µQ, our perturbative results always remain above the Landau pole. We could decide to
freeze the coupling at a scale µNP that we would vary around 1 GeV, and hence obtain an
uncertainty associated to using perturbative QCD in a region sensitive to non-perturbative
effects. However this effect should be included already in our estimate of the non-perturbative
effects via the Monte-Carlo simulations discussed in Section 5.
To obtain the results presented in the main text, we have written the splitting functions
entering the flavour-diagonal contributions as a sum of two different contributions:
pgq(z) =
CF
z
Θ(z < eBq) + p(finite)gq (z), (A.6a)
pxg(z) =
CA
z
Θ(z < eBg) + p(finite)xg (z). (A.6b)
The cut-off at z = eBi is such that the leftover finite part only generates power corrections in
zcut while the log(1/zcut) and constant terms are included in the first terms proportional to
1/z. Note that this will naturally produce distributions with an end-point at ρ = eBi . That
said, the contribution from the first term can be integrated straightforwardly and gives the
Ri function given in Eq. (3.9).
Next, we consider the contributions coming from the second term in Eq. (A.6), as well as
from the flavour-changing contributions, which will be power-suppressed in zcut. For these,
we can safely ignore the factor z in both the argument of αs and the constraint Θ(zθ
2 > ρ).
The z and θ2 integration then factorise to give
finite part:
∫ zcut
ρ
dθ2
θ2
αs(θpt,jetR)
pi
∫ zmax
zmin
dz p
(finite)
ij (z), (A.7)
where the integration boundaries zmin and zmax depend on which matrix element we consider
and should match those imposed by the mMDT conditions in Eq. (3.8). Once again, to our
accuracy, there is some freedom in the choice of the upper integration boundary of the θ2
integration. Setting it to zcut ensures that there are no corrections beyond the transition
point ρ = zcut. Note that neglecting the finite zcut effects is equivalent to keeping only the
contribution from Ri while neglecting the contribution from Eq. (A.7).
7Our use of the two-loop running coupling to compute αs at the hard scale comes from the fact that we
ultimately match our resummed calculation to a NLO fixed-order calculation which itself uses the two-loop
running coupling as obtained from the NLO CT14 PDF set [60].
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Figure 14. Comparison of the jet mass distribution with and without the resummation of logarithmic
corrections in zcut originating from the running of the strong coupling. We note that these effects are
sizeable, although still within the theoretical uncertainty.
A.2 Impact of the z factor in the scale of the running coupling
If the parameter zcut is chosen to be rather small, finite-zcut corrections are negligible but
logarithmic corrections can become relevant. The resummation of the leading-logarithmic
corrections in zcut is relatively straightforward and it was discussed in Ref. [27] (see also
Refs. [32, 33]). Firstly, successive gluon emissions must be ordered in mass rather than in
angle. Secondly, the argument of the QCD running coupling should be taken as kt = zθpt,jetR
(at least for the calculation of Ri). Both effects are included in our calculation. However,
to LL accuracy (in ρ) the argument of the running coupling could more simply be chosen as
θpt,jetR. This choice leads to simpler analytic expressions and is what we naturally obtain
when we consider bins of pt,mMDT, see Eq. (4.6). It is therefore of some interest to investigate
how neglecting the factor z in the argument of the running coupling affects our findings. In
this case, the Ri functions in Eq. (3.10) become
R˜i = 1
piαsβ20
[
W
(
1+αsβ0(log(ρ)−Bi)
)−W (1+αsβ0 log(ρ/zm))−αsβ0(log(zm)−Bi)]. (A.8)
In Fig. 14 we show the impact of these corrections on the normalised matched distributions.
Remembering that the uncertainty on the lower panels is the actual uncertainty on the ra-
tio, we see that the effects are genuinely present. However, they remain within our overall
theoretical uncertainties shown on the mass distribution (upper plots).
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Figure 15. Configurations with maximal mass for LO (left) and NLO (right).
B End-point of the ρ distribution
As discussed in Section 3.2, we have modified the argument log (1/ρ) to take into account
end-point effects i.e. the fact that ρ has a maximum value ρmax for a jet with transverse
momentum pt and radius R. In this Appendix, we give the details of the computation of ρmax
at LO and NLO.
At LO, where we have two partons p1 and p2 in the jet, the calculation is straightforward.
The mass of the jet, and therefore ρ, will be maximal when the final partons are as distant
as possible, but are still clustered into a single jet. Let us first work in the small-angle limit.
Then, the angular distance between the two partons is θ12 = R, as shown in the left plot
of Fig. 15. If the two partons carry a transverse momentum pt1 = xpt and pt2 = (1 − x)pt,
respectively, the jet mass is given by
m2 = p2tR
2x(1− x). (B.1)
This is maximal when the momentum is equally distributed between the two partons, x = 1/2,
for which we have ρ
(small-R)
max,LO = 1/4. If we relax our small-angle approximation, we should take
into account that the mass of the system of two partons separated by a distance R will depend
on their orientation in the rapidity-azimuthal angle plane. It is straightforward to include
this in the above analytic calculation and we find that ρ is maximal when the two partons
have the same rapidity, leading to ρmax,LO = R
−2 tan2 R2 [54]. For our choice of R = 0.8, this
gives ρmax,LO = 0.279303.
At NLO, the same reasoning applies but is complicated by the presence of one more
parton in the jet. We start again by considering the small-R limit. Remembering that the
three partons must be clustered into a single anti-kt jet of radius R, we can assume, without
loss of generality, that p1 and p2 are the first pair of partons to be clustered into a subjet
with momentum p12, with p12 then clustered with parton p3. In order to have all 3 partons
clustered into a single jet, we must have θ12 ≤ R and θ(12)3 ≤ R. We define ϕ as being the
angle between θ12 and θ(12)3, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 15, and we parametrise the
momentum fractions of the partons as
z1 = xt, z2 = x(1− t), z3 = 1− x. (B.2)
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Since θ(12)1 = (1− t)θ12 and θ(12)2 = tθ12, we have
θ213 = (1− t)2θ212 + θ2(12)3 + 2(1− t)θ12θ(12)3 cosϕ, (B.3)
θ223 = t
2θ212 + θ
2
(12)3 + 2tθ12θ(12)3 cosϕ. (B.4)
The jet mass is then found to be
m2 = p2t (z1z2θ
2
12 + z1z3θ
2
13 + z2z3θ
2
23) = p
2
txt(1− t)θ212 + p2tx(1− x)θ2(12)3. (B.5)
This is maximal for θ12 = θ(12)3 = R and momentum equally distributed between p1 and p2,
i.e. t = 1/2, in which case we have
m2 = p2tR
2x
(
5
4
− x
)
. (B.6)
The maximum jet mass is thus reached for x = 5/8, which corresponds to ρ
(small-R)
max,NLO = 25/64.
If we lift the small-R approximation, the situation becomes more complex since the mass now
depends explicitly on the angle ϕ as well as on an additional overall rotation angle ψ of the 3-
parton system. One can write analytic expressions for the jet mass and transverse-momentum
conservation and, for given values of ϕ and ψ we can maximise the mass. The maximisation
over ϕ and ψ has been done numerically — imposing that ∆R12 < R and ∆R(12)3 < R as
required by the clustering — and we find is ρmax,NLO = 0.44974 for R = 0.8.
C LL predictions for the pt,mMDT jet cross-section
Before investigating in detail the double-differential cross-section d2σ/(dpt,mMDT dm), one
might be tempted to study the jet cross-section, dσ/dpt,mMDT. Despite looking simpler, the
latter is actually plagued with the issue of IRC unsafety, while for the former, the measured
jet mass acts as a regulator of the collinear divergence. In this Appendix, we therefore briefly
depart from our study of the double-differential mass distribution to concentrate instead on
the Sudakov-safe dσ/dpt,mMDT.
The results of both our LL calculation and of Monte Carlo simulations at different levels
are presented in Fig. 16, for the ratio (dσ/dpt,mMDT)/(dσ/dpt,jet). We can make two main
observations: firstly, our LL calculation provides a good description of what is observed at
parton level. Secondly, as already noticed in Fig. 6, hadronisation effects are sizeable while
UE correction are more modest. Additionally, Fig. 16 shows the dependence of our LL
calculation when varying the value tmax of t at which we stop parton branchings. For all the
results presented in the main body of the paper, we have adopted tmax = 1.2 which shows
stable results in Fig. 16.
From a theoretical viewpoint, dσ/dpt,mMDT can be viewed as the convolution of the
jet spectrum d2σ/dpt,jet with the “jet energy drop”, 1/σ dσ/d∆E distribution, computed in
the original Soft Drop paper [26] at LL accuracy in ∆E , neglecting finite zcut corrections.
For the specific case of mMDT, i.e. the limit β → 0 of Soft Drop, we found the remarkable
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Figure 16. Ratio of the jet cross-section dσ/dpt,mMDT, binned in the groomed jet pt, to the standard
jet cross-section dσ/dpt,jet. The results of Monte-Carlo simulations performed with different generators
and tunes are shown in the top-left, bottom-left and bottom-right plots, respectively for simulations
at parton-level, hadron-level without UE, and hadron-level including UE. The top-right plot instead
shows our LL analytic results.
property that, modulo running coupling corrections, the energy drop spectrum is independent
of αs and of the flavour of the parton initiating the jet.
8 It is therefore interesting to study
the theoretical uncertainty of our LL calculation of dσ/dpt,mMDT, as measured from scale
variation. This is shown in Fig. 17. The observed theoretical uncertainty is indeed very small,
well below 1%. This should be contrasted with the much larger spread of the parton-level
results from our Monte Carlo simulations, the top-left panel of Fig. 16. This could be related
to subleading effects not captured by scale variation, or to effects of finite shower cut-off,
seen also in our LL calculation when varying tmax. The question of the power corrections to
the pt,mMDT cross-section, and to Sudakov-safe observables in general, is therefore interesting
both from the point of view of Monte-Carlo simulations and all-order calculations.
8See Eq. (5.9) of Ref. [26].
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Figure 17. Theoretical uncertainties on the ratio (dσ/dpt,mMDT)/(dσ/dpt,jet). Uncertainties associ-
ated with the choice of the renormalisation and factorisation scales as well as with the choice of PDF
are shown relative to the ratio obtained for the central scale choice and our default CT14nlo PDF set.
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